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From the 1st to the 4th of October, meet the UCLG World Secretariat team at the stand in the Rabat Expo at booth number 36 of the International Pavilion.

At this stand you will find our latest infographics created by UCLG on key topics for local and regional authorities, a video featuring our archive photos on the international municipal movement that whose centenary we are celebrating this years and also the latest publications on our activities. You will able have the chance to meet the regional sections that will present their activities. It will also be an occasion to come and exchange with our teams who will be present to welcome you at the stand.

Special photo call

A photo call is forseen at the UCLG stand: locally elected representatives can come to have their photo taken and also to share their views on the topics addressed during the congress and to give their impressions on the international municipal movement. Please find below the timetable for the recordings:

1st October: 15:30 – 16:30
2nd October: 09:30-10:30 and 18:30-19:30
3rd October: 10:00 – 12:00 and 15:30-17:00
4th October: 10:30 – 12:00

All that's left to decide is when you will come to visit us...
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